
Feasibility Study  
After a jobsite visit, collecting client information, job information and  project goals, a 

feasibility can be performed.  This study is highly recommended and a must if you are 

considering a kitchen remodel.  Pending the scope of your project and what you 

wish to achieve with this study, taking this next step will be an investment in time, 

money, and education.  A complete study will allow you to see the potential of your 

space, an overview of applicable products and the budget for your project. 

Our goal with the following pages is to take you on a visual journey and capture this 

process on paper so you could see the depth of involvement with this initial study and 

stage of your project.   



Product Presentation:  
here you will get to look, touch and see samples of cabinetry and finishes pro-

posed for your space.  This presentation will educate you on cabinetry and finishes 

for your space.  It will also give a tactile and aesthetic potential of the space.  The 

products shown in this presentation have been selected specifically for your pro-

ject and are considered in the overall concept that has been rendered.   

*Pending the scope, this presentation may also be in a digital format. 







Preliminary Sketches:  
Schematic drawings for planning purposes only.  Theses sketches will 

show you the potential of your  space and are a starting point of 

which we will build from.  They are considered a “teaser look” into 

your new space and take on a variety of different looks, pending the 

scope of your project.   

* Please understand, No sketches will be released until a sales agreement is finalized or a deposit is secured.   















Budget Estimate:  
A  quote that includes estimated costs for your project.  Function, aesthetics, 

and goals are taken into consideration when cost estimating so these numbers 

will be accurate to your specific project and the preliminary concept that is 

rendered.  This estimate reflects more cabinetry and finishes in your space.  It 

incorporates your individual needs, desires and expressed interests.  This is why 

a site visit and planning survey assessment are given.  It allows for a personal 

connection and accurate bid presentation. 







Technical Drawings:  
Detailed & scaled drawings that visually communicate how the design will function 

and/or how it will be constructed. Technical drawings are essential for communicating 

ideas  to industry contractors, builders and suppliers.  Once a preliminary design plan 

has been approved, technical drawings can begin. Technical drawings are required 

to move a job from planning stages to progression and later implementation.  They 

require an investment in time and money but are essential if project implementation is 

desired.  At this stage, all jobs require a client commitment verbally and financially 

and will be discussed prior to moving forward with Technical Drawings. 





Final Approval:  
Multi rounds of technical drawings may be needed in order to come to a final lay-

out for ordering and implementation purposes.  Once we have finalized the layout, 

cabinetry specs and other finish details, a final budget and sales agreement will be 

presented.  Once signed, cabinetry will go into production and other finishes will be 

ordered.  During this time you will be finalizing all other job specific details with your 

contactor so the job is ready once cabinetry arrives.  A customized timeline and 

communication log will be discussed for your project at this time. 



Installation Packet:  
A bible for the cabinet installer and other related contractors.  This packet con-

tains all the job information that has been discussed to date, along with critical 

cabinetry installation notes and adjustments.  It will include all parts and pieces 

relevant to your project and will act as a guide for involved.  The goal of this 

packet is that it can answer most any questions that may arise while the project is 

underway.  It is completed upon order placement and will be delivered and reviewed 

with you and the contractor.  A copy will be produced and kept on the jobsite so it can be 

referred to. 

 

*all jobs have unique installation packets and they contain a lot of information.  Ask to see an example for reference. 

 


